Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), as extremely energetic explosions in the universe, are widely believed to consist of two stages: the prompt phase and the subsequent afterglow. Recent studies indicate that some high-energy photons are emitted earlier at source than the prompt phase. Due to the light speed variation, these high-energy photons travel slowly than the low-energy photons, so that they are observed after the prompt low-energy photons at the detector. Based on the data from the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (FGST), we analyse the photon distribution before the prompt emission in detail and propose the existence of a hitherto unknown pre-burst stage of GRBs by adopting a classification method of machine learning. Analysis on the photons automatically selected by machine learning also produce a light speed variation at E LV = 3.55 × 10 17 GeV.
Introduction
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were first discovered by the Vela satellites in 1967 [1] . The random occurrence of GRBs and the limitation of positioning capability of the earlier facilities limited the progress of studying these luminous explosions. The situation has changed dramatically since the launch of the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (FGST) [2, 3] , with the detection of over 1600 GRBs including 25 bright ones with known redshifts [4, 5] . FGST has two instruments, the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) [2] , which is sensitive to X-rays and gamma photons with observed energies between 8 keV and 40 MeV, and the Large Area Telescope (LAT) [3] , which detects higher-energy photons from 20 MeV to more than 300 GeV. The combination of LAT and GBM gives a wide energy range of GRB photon detection. GBM is triggered when it detects a sudden gamma-ray enhancement, which is usually a. The redshift data can be found in Ref. [14] . b. The time zeros (observed times of the first main peak) are from Ref. [10] .
regarded as the precursor of a GRB. Previous studies focused on the events observed after the trigger time, that is, the prompt phase and the subsequent afterglow (in this paper, we combine them as the "main-burst" stage). The prompt phase lasts commonly several tens of seconds with the release of a large content of total energy (10 51 ergs). Following the prompt phase is the afterglow, which lasts from few weeks to a year, offering a method to measure the redshifts of GRBs and their extragalactic origin.
Recent studies [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 10, 12] on the light speed variation from GRBs suggested that some high-energy photons, though observed after the onset of the prompt phase, are emitted before the main-burst at source. We simply call these earlier emission as the "pre-burst" stage of GRBs. In this work, we statistically analyse the data from FGST of 25 bright GRBs with measured redshifts [13, 14] by adopting a classification method of machine learning. The machine learning method automatically provides 4 main classifications to suggest the existence of the pre-burst stage of GRBs in all cases. Analysis on the photons automatically classified by machine learning also produce a light speed variation at E LV = 3.55 × 10 17 GeV.
Results

A first glimpse on the FGST data
It is suggested in References [8, 9, 10, 12] that the first main peak of the GBM light curve can be regarded as the characteristic time for the low energy photons of the prompt phase (see Table 1 ). We set the first main peak time t peak as time zero t 0 = 0 in our analysis.
Considering the redshift effect of cosmic scale, we can convert the observed time (t obs ) and energy (E obs ) of each photon event to the re-scaled time τ and the intrinsic energy E in ) as
where z is the redshift of each GRB (see Table 1 ). Unlike previous studies, we also focus on the photons observed before time zero (in fact we should focus on photons emitted at source before time zero. But it is impossible to clearly identify these photons without considering the time difference caused by the light speed variation at present. This problem will be discussed later after the consideration of the light speed variation).
According to the default values of the LAT website [13], we select photons from all 25 GRBs with known redshifts (see Table 1 ) within an time window of −100 s < τ < 100 s, an energy interval of 100 MeV < E in < 300 GeV and a search radius range of θ < 15 • .
Since photons with energy greater than the threshold of 1 GeV is widely regarded as high energy photons [15, 16] , we adopt the threshold of 1 GeV to identify high energy photons. Considering different distributions between higherenergy and lower-energy photons, we divide all photons into two groups according to their energy ranges: photons with E in < 1 GeV are assigned to Group 1 and photons with E in > 1 GeV are assigned to Group 2. It is certain that the spatial distribution of photons is not random in the time interval of τ > 0. We note that such non-randomness also exists in the time interval of τ < 0: photons of each GRB are distributed more densely near a certain center. We use the average coordinate of photons as the center of each GRB. This method is reasonable when the search radius is not big (θ < 15 • ).
By plotting the relation between the photon density and the angular separation (see Figure 1 ), we can demonstrate such non-randomness concretely. It can be seen that the photon density decreases rapidly with the increase of the angular separation, especially for the higher-energy Group 2.
The time distribution of photons is also not random in the time interval of τ < 0. This relation can be directly shown by plotting the light curve (see Figure 2 ). It can be seen that as time approaches time zero from both the positive and negative axes, the photon density increases gradually.
Figures 1 and 2 show that even before the main-burst, the photon distribution still has certain convergence.Such convergence is consistent for both low and high energy photons from Groups 1 and 2 respectively. It is reasonable to conclude that some photons observed before the main-burst still belong to the GRB rather than the background. Although the above discussion does not consider the time difference caused by the light speed variation, the aforementioned fact implies that there might be a pre-burst stage before the main-burst stage at source.
The above discussion seems imprecise since the rising edge of the main-burst stage is also included in the time interval of τ < 0. Such concern can be dispelled when we do the same analysis with the time interval of τ < −20 s and obtain similar results (see Figure 3 ). It can be seen that the aforementioned convergence still exists.
We can not rule out the possibility that the photon detection efficiency of Fermi detectors may have angle dependence so that the observed angle dependence of the photon events presented in Figs. 1 and 2 is due the artificial consequence of the Fermi data but not due to the realistic physical mechanism. Therefore the results of our Figs. 1 and 2 can only serve as a hint to suggest the possibility for the existence of the pre-burst stage, and we need to perform more sophisticated study with detailed analysis on the photon events about the pre-burst stage of GRBs.
Classification of the pre-burst stage
Amelino-Camelia et al. [18] first suggested that the data from GRBs could be used to test the quantum gravity effect. Many studies (see, e.g., References [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 15, 16, 17, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 10, 12, 19, 25, 26] ) applied this method to search for the light speed variation caused by the Lorentz violation (LV) effect or the cosmic matter effect. Some of these studies [6, 7, 9, 8, 10] suggest that some high-energy photons observed after time zero t 0 obs are emitted before t 0 in at source due to the light speed variation. Such effect is especially important for higher-energy (about 10-300 GeV) photons.
We suppose that the pre-burst and main-burst photons can be distinguished via their geometric features on a certain coordinate system. Since the light speed variation is a primary cause of the difficulty to distinguish photons from two stages, the coordinate system should be able to demonstrate such speed variation effect. Luckily, some previous works [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 10 ] proposed a coordinate system which meets our needs well, and detailed descriptions are given in the following.
The light speed variation might be caused by the Lorentz violation effect or by the cosmic medium effect. When the energy of a photon is much lower than the Planck scale E Pl , its speed variation can be written in a general form of the leading term of Taylor series [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 15, 16, 17, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 10, 12] v(E) = c 1 − s n n + 1 2
where s represents whether the photon speed is faster (s = −1) or slower (s = 1) comparing to the light speed constant c for E → 0 and E LV represents a LV scale to be determined by data for the light speed variation. where s n represents whether the photon speed is faster (s n = −1) or slower (s n = 1) comparing to the light speed constant c for E → 0 and E LV,n represents a LV scale to be determined by data for the light speed variation, with n = 1 corresponding to the simplest linear correction
Equation (2) shows that the speed of a photon depends on its energy. So the photons simultaneously emitted at source can be observed at different times. The time difference ∆t LV caused by the speed variation is [20, 27] 
where
are the cosmological constants [28] of pressureless matter density of the universe and dark energy density of the universe. E peak (the energy of the first main peak photons, detected by GBM) can be omitted because it is negligible comparing to E obs (detected by LAT). Since the redshifts of observed GRBs are of the same scale, κ is roughly proportional to the observed energy E obs of each photon.
Taking into account of the intrinsic emitting time t in of the photon at the source, we obtain the observed time since t 0 obs = 0 as
from which we get
Thus we arrive at a simple relation
Equation (8) permits us to construct a coordinate system whose horizontal axis is κ and the vertical axis is τ . This coordinate axis system demonstrates the speed variation effect because all simultaneously emitted photons will be plotted on a straight line, whose slope is 1/E LV and the intercept is t in , regardless of the energies and redshifts of these photons. In previous studies on high energy photons [17, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 10, 12] , a regularity has been found that several high energy GRB events fall on a straight line in the κ-τ plot to indicate a light speed variation. Such studies also suggest a scenario that these high energy photons are emitted earlier than low energy photons at source. The purpose of the present paper is to re-check the κ-τ plot of high energy photons from a machine learning analysis.
Since the speed variation effect is more significant for high-energy photons, we only take the higher-energy Group 2 into consideration, and the τ -κ plot is shown in Figure 4 . The boundary of the pre-burst and main-burst stages can be roughly seen by naked eyes. To concretely illustrate such boundary, we apply a primary method of machine learning to produce classifications. Such machine learning method resembles the K-means method [29] with remarkable application in recent works (see, e.g., Reference [30] ).
The K-means classification method, first proposed by Macqueen, is a process to classify a population of elements into K clusters via their geometric features. If Σ = {Σ 1 , Σ 2 , · · · , S K } is a classification of point set V , that is, any element of V belongs to and only belongs to an Σ i ∈ S. The purpose of the K-means method is to find an optimal classification Σ minimizing the error function
where z is elements of set V . In Macqueen's work [29] , u i is the average coordinate of subset Σ i , and d(z, u i ) is the Euclidean distance function. Function w(Σ) represents the divergence degree of classification Σ.
Finding the global optimal classification Σ is computationally difficult. However, the K-means method provides an efficient way to produce a local optimal classification iteratively. The K-means method first begins with K random points {u 0 1 , u 0 2 , · · · , u 0 K }, then calculates d(z, u 0 i ) of each z ∈ V , and places z to the nearest subset Σ 0 i according to the distance d(z, u 0 i ). The next step is to set the average coordinate of each Σ 0 i as the new point u 1 i . Repeat the above process until the change of {u n i } is negligible. It is obvious that the K-means method gives a local optimal classification Σ because an arbitrary change of Σ will increase the error function w(Σ) unless Σ is unstable.
We develop a new method similar to the K-means method in our work. The modifications are shown below. 1. The dimension N is set as N = 2 because our coordinate axis system is 2-dimensional.
2. Since the simplest case of the K-means method is K=2, we set K=2 to illustrate the efficiency and enlightenment of the analysis. 3. Instead of calculating the average coordinate of subset Σ i in each iteration as u i , we compute the linear fitting line τ = k i κ + b i as u i of Σ i , and {u 0 1 , u 0 2 , · · · , u 0 K } are K random lines. 4. We use the Euclidean distance function between a point z(κ, τ ) and the line u i as d(z, u i ):
One of the modifications is to change the K initial points into K initial lines, where K = 2 in our work. Since we calculate K fitting lines in each step instead of K mean values, we rename the new method as the K-lines method.
As an ideal situation, one may expect the K-lines method might be able to find a global optimal classification regardless of the initially given lines, however, in general situation there is still limitation of this machine learning method. From this sense, the K-lines method is still not able to give the global optimal classification and is initial-value dependent. Thus, we fix one initial line as the τ -axis, and perform a continuous scan over the parameter space of another initial line to illustrate such initial-value dependence. (see Figure 5 ). It can be seen that even a large range of initial values may result in a same classification, and the 4 main classification results are represented by A, B, C, D respectively. It is reasonable to expect the obtained classifications in several options can provide a relatively complete view of the problem under study.
The largest block in Figure 5 represents classification A, which provides a good referential classification of the preburst and main-burst stages (see Figure 6 ). The two fitting lines of classification A read 
and the boundary line of classification A reads
which is found by machine learning automatically. Considering the 10% uncertainties of the energies of LAT photons [13], we produce the uncertainties of coefficients in the above equations (here we us the 68% containment half width as the uncertainty). It can be seen that some high-energy (high-κ) photon events observed after time zero are classified by machine learning into the pre-burst stage. This result is interesting because it indicates that GRBs can emit considerably high-energy photon events which are belong to the pre-burst stage at source, and these high-energy photon events are detected after time zero due to the light speed variation effect.
Classification B is another classification also found by machine learning automatically. This result deserves notice because it divides all photons into three clusters (see Figure 6 ). The coefficients of the two fitting lines of classification B read Figure 6 do not look perpendicular because the axis is stretched). However, the separation of the upper-cluster and lower-cluster implies that the geometric features of the middle-cluster are quite unique: the middle-cluster is likely the "prompt phase", since it contains a large number of high-energy photons; the lower-cluster is the "pre-burst" stage; and the upper-cluster is the "afterglow".
Classification C is like a rough version of classification B (see Figure 7 ). It roughly combine the pre-burst stage (the lower-cluster) and the prompt phase (the middle-cluster) together.The coefficients of the two fitting lines of classification C read 
Classification D is very close to classification C (see Figure 7 ). 
In fact, by plotting the κ density curve of all photons in Group 2, this boundary line (to be precise, the intercept τ = 22.19 of the boundary line) locates in a local minimum point of this curve (see Figure 8 ). Figure 9 : The plots of intrinsic energy distributions. In logarithmic coordinate systems, the power-law functions are shown in grey lines.
Analysis of classification results
We analyse the classification results based on above referential classifications. The energy distributions of the pre/mainburst stages, the middle-cluster, and all photons are present in Figure 9 . It can be seen that the energy spectrum of the pre-burst stage is more flat than the main-burst stage, which indicates that the pre-burst stage has a larger proportion of higher-energy photons in comparison to that of the main-burst stage.
We then follow Reference [10] by adopting a general method with a complete scan over the E LV space to find the light speed variation effect with the maximization of the S(E LV )-function, which is defined as
where E LV is the LV scale (mentioned in Equation (2)); t i is the intrinsic emitting time (mentioned in Equation (8)) of the i-th photon in the data set (sorted in ascending order); N is the size of the data set; ρ is a pre-set parameter (the recommended value of ρ in Reference [10] is ρ = 5, with ρ = 1 to 6 also examined to give similar results). Due to the light speed variation effect, a light curve with peak at source will be flattened when observed. By adopting the aforementioned method, we can identify the undetermined E LV of the light speed variation as the location of the maximized S(E LV )-function. The S(E LV )-function can be traced back to the concept of "information entropy" based on the expectation that a trial of a true E LV can produce a maximal value of the S(E LV )-function. It can be seen that a pair of simultaneously emitted photons is able to create a large contribution to the S(E LV )-function, if E LV corresponds to the correct LV scale. As a result, the location of the peak in the S(E LV ) plot represents the undetermined E LV of the light speed variation.
Without loss of generality, we apply such method only on photons within the energy interval of E in > 20 GeV (these photons belong to set 3 in Reference [10] ), and provide the σ-regions by the Monte-Carlo method, and the randomization process of the Monte-Carlo method is as follows. 1. The size of each random data set is the same as each actual data set. 2. The τ values are randomly permutated and then used as those of the random data sets. 3. The intrinsic energies of each random data set are produced to satisfy the power-law functions mentioned earlier in Figure 9 , and have the same range with the actual data set.
As shown in Figure 10 , the S(E LV ) plots of the pre-burst stage and the middle-cluster have sharper peaks in comparison to the original plot, and the plot of the pre-burst stage even exceeds the 5σ-region at E LV = 3.55 × 10 17 GeV. This result also fits well with References [9, 8, 10] .
The middle-cluster of classification B roughly represents the prompt phase. Since this cluster has many high-energy photons, we can find a peak of the S(E LV ) plot even if the energy threshold is considerably low (see Figure 11 ).
We also provide the S(E LV ) plots of the lower-clusters of classifications C and D (see Figure 12 ). It can be seen that the plot of classification C has a peak, which is compatible with those from classifications A and B.
Classification D also has a peak in the S(E LV ) plot but the peak is flat. However, such flatness is not in conflict with the speed variation. In fact, a flat distribution of light curve at source cannot produce a sharp peak for the observed S(E LV ) plot.
Conclusion
Previous works (see References [6, 7, 9, 8, 10] ) suggested that some photons of GRBs may be emitted before the main-burst stage at source. In this work, we propose the pre-burst stage of GRBs by a first glimpse of the FGST data. Considering the light speed variation effect, we adopt a primary method of machine learning to analyse the high-energy photon events of 25 bright GRBs with known redshifts. The machine learning method automatically provides 4 main Figure 11 : The S(E LV ) plot of the middle-cluster of classification B. The energy interval is set as E in > 1 GeV, and the peak is also located at E LV = 3.55 × 10 17 GeV. classifications, which propose the existence of the pre-burst stage of GRBs in all cases. Classification A indicates that some high-energy photons observed after the onset of the prompt low energy photons are emitted in the pre-burst stage before the prompt phase at source. Classification B suggests a special middle-cluster which includes most of the high-energy photon events. We then adopt a general method to extract the light speed variation from the pre-burst stage of classification A and the middle-cluster of classification B, and get consistent result of a light speed variation at E LV = 3.55 × 10 17 GeV. Such speed variation conversely confirms the existence of the hitherto unknown pre-burst stage of GRBs with earlier emission of both higher-energy and low energy photons at source. The novel pre-burst stage of GRBs can also provides novel insights about the dynamics of GRBs. We thus conclude that the machine learning method provides a powerful tool to analyse the GRB data with fruitful results.
